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DRAW-NET
HIGH PERFORMANCE ALKALINE DETERGENT.
FOR FOOD SYSTEM, TO RENEW IN SAFETY WITHOUT CAUSE
DAMAGES ON VARIOUS SURFACES: METALLIC, SYNTHETIC, PAINTED,
IN CEMENT OR IN RUBBER.
USE
DRAW-NET is used to clean and to renew the surfaces in the plants of the food-system
from oil, grease and every kind of oily. Thanks to his special formulation DRAW-NET is not
aggressive on metal, floors, machineries and various equipments normally used in the
plants of the food-system.
The equipments can be made from different metallic alloy, DRAW-NET take action in
safety on the normally used metallic surfaces, without changing the detergent action when
you use it on aluminium, galvanized surfaces, and so on.
DRAW-NET is in compliancy with the standard fixed from the Law 155/97 (European
Community) “Hygiene Law””.
BENEFITS
 DRAW-NET break-up the dirt, the coating, the stratification of dirt. DRAW-NET is an
effective blend of penetrating agents, wetting agents and synthetic detergents that
attack the molecular structure of dirt, of the coatings, of the grease stratification, the
grease spots. It does its action without damaging the surfaces. The particles of dirt are
emulsified and is much more easy to remove the dirt with the rinse out.


DRAW-NET is biodegradable, and don’t contribute to the water-pollution.



DRAW-NET is flameproof and is not toxic for people or domestic animals
.
DRAW-NET doesn’t corrode the metallic equipments because it contains a strong
inhibitory agent that avoid the metallic corrosion on iron, stainless steel, aluminium,
zinc, and so on. This materials are attached by the rust and by oxidization when treated
with aggressive detergents. It doesn’t happen with DRAW-NET



USE SUGGESTIONS
Make a solution with DRAW NET (20%) and water.
Apply the solution with a sprayer on the surfaces to clean, leave the solution penetrating
for a short time, rinse out with abundant water. You can use DRAW-NET in a more
concentrated solution in case of grease or heavy residues.
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PRECAUTIONS
Before using DRAW-NET on the finishes of a truck used to transport food, it is
recommended to run a full test on a small part of the surface to be cleaned. The finishing
of modern trucks, differ from one brand to another and some of them can be sensitive to
this type of solvent. It is advised to clean the vehicle in the shade keeping it covered.
Carefully wet the part to be cleaned up to cool it before applying DRAW-NET diluted. Do
not let the solution dry on the finish, but immediately rinse after washing.
PECULIARITIES: COD. 51D73
Kind of product
Alkaline Emulsifying Agent water-based.
Colour
Pale yellow
pH
11-13
Inflammability
Flameproof
Toxicity
Light toxicity. Don’t swallow.
Composition
A stabilized mixer of surfactants and biodegradable agents and
modified alkali without free caustic agents.
NOTE: - The contents of this document is based on our own knowledge and experience on
the product. It’s given as an indication, do not assume our responsibility for particular
applications
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